Children’s Lessons
Saturday February 9th, 2019
The Sower
Bible Verse: Luke 8:4-15

Objectives:
• Learn about the parable of the sower
Analyze each of the places mentioned by Jesus in this teaching
Your memory in Action:
“…which in an honest and good heart, having heard the word, keep it, and bring forth fruit…” Luke
8:15
This week as you can see we will see the same verse from last week, but with a different learning
method. (You must take your verse written in large size) We will use the mimic method:
• It consists on that for each word you will have a different movement.
• You can use only your hands or your whole body
Example, when you say:
“which in” open your hands
“an honest” raise the left thumb
“and good heart” do a heart sign with your hands
“having heard the word” you touch your ears
“keep it” you take your two hands to the chest
“and bring forth fruit” open your hands to the front
“Luke” salute
“8” You raise 8 fingers in your hands
“15” clap twice
Exploring the Bible:
Before starting today's teaching, remember to review the previous lesson.
Last week we started talking about a teaching given by Jesus when he was here on earth “The
parable of the Sower”. Today we will continue talking about this teaching. First we are going to
review to plant, what do you need? Exactly!. A seed and a good soil.
(Teacher this week you will need: a cardstock or Manila paper, you will take the cut planter to
paste on it, a drawing of a road, drawing of some stones, drawing of water and drawing of a small
plant. Also if you want, you can disguise yourself as the sower, bring real stones, water and a small
plant that is not planted)
(Use the cardstock to start talking about the teaching this week) This cardstock will be our stage
(place the sower) reviewing last week lesson, this man, who is he? The sower left his house very
early in the morning and what was he carrying in his hand? But, where did these seeds fall? (Place
the road) they fell on the road and, what happened to them?
The sower, Jesus said, kept walking. Throwing the seeds where he was passing by; remember that
before there were no trucks to move the earth or airplanes that watered the soil, people sowed
differently those days, so this man was walking, wishing with all his heart that all the seeds would
bear good fruits; but these seeds fell on stones (the stones drawing you took, place it on the
cardstock or manila paper) these seeds were not trampled so they grew. But we've talked about
land and fertilizer and there is something that is also important when we sow, water. As well as it
is necessary for us to drink water during the day, otherwise will be so so thirsty, the plants also
need water, because if we do not water them, they can die and this is what happened to the seeds
that fell on the stones, they grew but they dried because they did not have water.
The seed is the word of God and the soil represents each of our lives, the seeds that fall on stones
represent the people who receive the word of God and they are Christians for a time, but when the
problems or diseases come they move away from God, also, they are those who claim to be
Christians but do not live a life for God and in the end they move away from God. They are like
plants without water, the water represents a life of prayer for when the tests come we can remain
firm and not turn away from God.
May we not be like these seeds, and we can live every day of our lives really close to God.

Class Activity
Kids from 3 to 11 years old
Directions: With a sheet of construction paper and the help of your teacher, you will fold the page
on four equal sides. According to the example, you will put on the cover the hand of the sower and
you will paste some seeds that your teacher will give you. We will review the previous class, and we
will see what we reviewed today, remember to decorate and paint the images.
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Result: It should be like this example, the next class we will see what follows from the craft

